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SUBJECT:

Research Report No. 442, "Guardrail Performance: An Analysis of Accident
Reports;" KYP-72-40; HPR-PL-1(11), Part lll-B.

This report extends a series in which accident statistics are the basis for objective evaluations of
roadway features from the viewpoint of minimizing hazards and accident severity. Critical levels of
pavement slipperiness have been determined through a similar process. In that case, it was necessary
to measure the specific feature (skid resistance) and to sort and categorize accident records in meaningful
ways. Certain other features and situations are identifiable from the accident reports. Report 423 (March
1975) presented an analysis of pedestrian accidents, and No. 427 (May 1975) gave an analysis of accidents
associated with bridges. It seemed feasible also to evaluate the performance of guardrails and barriers
-- that is, in so far as the data bank would permit.
Vehicles encountering the ramped-type end sections of guardrails excursioned farther but resulted
in less injury and damage than vehicles encountering the blunt-type end section. There was not sufficient
data to evaluate the newer type of breakaway end section.
Whereas high-angle encounters, such as those originating as across-the-median approaches, sometimes
resulted in the vehicle (especially trucks) breaking through or vaulting over the guardrail, a more rigid,
stopping-type barrier system might constitute a greater peril than the off-road hazard -- but, of course,
that would depend on the nature of the off-road hazard. Low-angle encounters generally resulted in
the least violence if the rebounding vehicle did not intercept another vehicle. It seems likely that many,
low-angle encounters and recoverable excursions into the medians are not reported.
No direct comparison could be made between the stand-off rail-mounting (and closer post-spacings)
and the former design. Stiffening was intended to reduce pocketing of the vehicle into the barrier; and
the stand-off feature was intended to reduce snagging of the right, front wheel (by the posts). Ricochetting
off a barrier seemed to be a frequent type of favorable outcome if there were no secondary collisions
with other vehicles. Frangible or yielding, stand-off elements tend to minimize ricochet and cause the
vehicle to hug the barrier. Although the percentage probability of a secondary collision on interstate
and parkway roads was about 3% (17% of 17%), based on reported accidents, contexts in the report
alluding to the poor redirecting capabilities of the present style of guardrail does not necessarily imply
feasibility of, or advocation of, a new design requirement. The comparison with the rigid median barrier
might be construed to imply that the outer barrier should be as rigid and like the median barrier; however,
the comparison does not give due consideration to the relative positions of the inner and outer barriers
in respect to the traffic stream.
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An apparent paradox arises from the comparison of the high percentage of accidents on interstate

and parkway roads which involved guardrails and the low percentage of accidents on other primary and
secondary roads which involved a barrier of any type.
Although the statistics relating to W-beam, safety rails on bridges are somewhat sparse, they clearly
indicate a need or greater strength and containment capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION

A computer program was used to obtain the total

Guardrails on highways are intended to shield
travelers from dire hazards likely to be encountered if
an out-of-control vehicle were to otherwise leave the
roadway. Collision with a guardrail or barrier is
considered to be a lesser hazard. The ideal guardrail
system would safely redirect errant vehicles without
endangering other traffic and without causing injuries
or damage (1). However, an ideal system does not exist
(2).
Analyses of accident records and experiences

provide

insights

concerning

the

effectiveness

of

guardrails, and perhaps some of their more specific
features, in reducing accident severity. This report
relates analyses of a large number of records in terms

of general, but significant, performance criteria ( 3) such
as
I. structural capacity of guardrails,
2. occupant and(or) vehicle decelerations, and
3. post-impact trajectory of the vehicle.
The structural capacity or integrity of a guardrail
is its ability to withstand an impact without allowing
the vehicle to hurtle over, break through, or wedge
under the barrier. The second criterion relates to injuries
to the vehicle occupants. The third relates to the
capability of the guardrail system to redirect the
trajectory or the vehicle parallel to and alongside the
barrier. Performance criteria fqr guardrail ends may be
similarly expanded (4); however, the comparative

effectiveness may be considered to be the relative hazard
to vehicle occupants during impact,
Diagrams and descriptions in accident reports were

studied to determine the probable trajectory of each
vehicle before and after impact. Other data were also
compiled and analyzed. The approach ends of guardrails
were analyzed specifically.

PROCEDURE
Reports on file with the state police were manually
searched and a copy made of each report identifying
an encounter with a guardrail. The records pertained
principally to accidents in rural areas. Interstate routes

and parkways (expressways) were grouped together and
analyzed as one system; accident records and total
accident statistics were compiled for a 2-year period

(1972-1973). Fatality data from the primary and
secondary systems covered the same 2~year period;
however, summary statistics of non~fatal accidents were

compiled for I year (1972) for only 42 counties.
Accidents which occurred on unclassified and
non-state-maintained roads were not specifically
excluded.

number of accidents, injuries, and fatalities which
occurred on a road system during the pt:n=ieG. i'·.. eeidents

were classified according to the number of lanes crossed
before striking the guardrail to provide an estimate of
the impact angle. Vehicle reaction upon impact was
categorized,

and

severity

of each

category

was

determined by means of a severity index (SI) (5).
Accident

severity increases as the

severity index

increases. Fatal and A-injury (the most severe injury
type) accidents were grouped together as were B- and
C-injury accidents. The smallest possible value for the
SI would be 1.00 if all accidents involved property
damage only. The largest possible value is 9.50 if all
accidents were fatal or A-injury.
A distinction was made as to whether the vehicle
hit the end of the guardrail. Vehicles involved in or
directly causing another accident during rebound were
noted. Also, the number of cases in which the report
listed damage to the guardrail was tabulated. The
accidents were divided into single and multiple vehicle
accidents. Injuries or fatallties which were found to be
unrelated to the guardrail collision were excluded from
the analysis. Accidents involving heavy trucks were listed
separately.
On the interstate and parkway system, the
guardrails were of the standard W-beam design. On the
primary and

secondary system,

there

were

some

guardposts with and without connecting cable. For both
systems, the end treatment was either the blunt or
buried end. Also, accidents which involved a concrete
median barrier on a section of interstate were analyzed.

RESULTS
INTilRSTATES ANI> PARKWAYS
Number of Accidents
A summary of guardrail-related accidents is given
in Table L Over 17 percent of all accidents and 26
percent of single-vehicle accidents involved a W-beam
guardrail (Figure 1). Approximately 21 percent of all
tbe fatal accidents (and fatalities) involved a guardrail;
over 40 percent of the single-vehicle fatalities involved
collision with guardrails. Injuries in guardrail-related
accidents were 16 percent of all injury-type accidents
and 28 percent of all single-vehicle, injury-type
accidents. The severity index for guardrail-related
accidents was above the corresponding index for both
total accidents and single-vehicle accidents. The accident
data from state police reports did not include
low-severity contacts which may go unreported.
However, all accidents in which the accident diagram
showed a vehicle striking a guardrail were included
whether or not damage to the guardrail was listed. In
28 percent of the accidents, the report did not list
damage to the guardrail.
Vehicle Reaction
A listing was made of the vehicle reaction after
impacting the guardrail (Table 2) (6). The severity index
of each reaction was also listed. The total in Table 2
is greater than the total number of accidents because
in some accidents there were more than one guardrail
collision. Undesirable reactions of vehicles were
associated with the highest severity indices.
Excluding accidents involving the upstream ends of
guardrails, the most severe accidents were the result of
the vehicle going over or through the guardrail or rolling
over. There were several categories of low severity
accidents resulting when the vehicle would slide to a
stop along the guardrail, come to rest against the
guardrail, rebound off the guardrail (not onto or only
partially onto the road), rotate along guardrail but not
into traffic, or straddle the guardrail. The following
vehicle reactions were classified as favorable since the
structural integrity of the guardrail was maintained and
the post-impact trajectory of the errant vehicle did not
endanger other vehicles:
L rebounded off guardrail (not onto or only
partially onto the road),
2. slid to stop along guardrail,
3. came to rest against guardrail,
4. straddled guardrail, and
5. rotated along guardrail (did not rebound into
traffic).
Accidents in these categories which involved a serious
injury (fatality or A-type injury) were counted as
unfavorable reactions.

Classification of two of the vehicle reactions was
debatable. One problem area concerned accidents in
whrch the veh1cle straddled the guardrail. Although 1l
is not desirable for the vehicle to mount the guardrail,
the guardrail did prevent excursion past the barrier in
those instances. The severity index of this type of
outcome was low. The other problem area involved
vehicles which rebounded onto the road. The severity
of this accident was not high unless the vehicle
rebounded into the path of another vehicle. There were
43 occasions in which a vehicle rebounded off a
guardrail and either hit another vehicle or caused
another accident. This was approximately 17 percent of
all collisions in which the vehicle rebounded off the
guardrail onto or across the road. This type of vehicle
reaction was classified as unfavorable since the guardrail

should not redirect an errant vehicle into the path of
following or approaching vehicles.
Using

the

preceding

classifications,

it

was

determined that 47 percent of the outcomes were
favorable. The highest number of unfavorable reactions
resulted from either a vehicle rebounding back onto or

across the roadway or vaulting the guardrail. In no case
did the vehicle wedge under the guardrail.
Of the accidents where the end of the guardrail
was impacted, the only type of low severity reaction
involved a vehicle straddling the guardrail. The highest
severity resulted from a blunt end of the rail puncturing
a vehicle.
End-of-Guardrail Collisions
End-of-guardrail collisions accounted for 17
percent of the total number of guardrail collisions. The
end of the guardrail was either blunt (Figure 2) or buried
(Figure 3). An end treatment consisting of a breakaway
cable terminal (BCT) (Figure 4) has recently been
adopted, but accident experience involving this type of
end treatment is not yet available. Vehicle reaction and
severity of end-of-guardrail collisions by type of end
treatment is given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
Different criteria must be used in evaluating

end-of-guardrail collisions compared to other guardrail
collisions ( 4 ). A guardrail-end collision was classified as
favorable if the rail element did not pierce the vehicle,
if the vehicle did not roll over, and if there were no
serious injuries (fatalities or A-type injuries). Penetration
past the guardrail end is allowed if sufficient recovery
area is provided. Also, it is not required that the vehicle

be redirected parallel to traffic flow.
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TABLE I.

INTERSTATE AND PARKWAY ACCIDENTS (1972 and 1973)

NUMBER OF

FATAL

ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENTSa

Total Accidents

5728

194

Guardrail-Related
Accidents

1000

42

Percent of Total
Total Single-Vehicle
Accidents

17.5

21.6

FAT ALITIESa

239
50
20.9

INJURIESa
3937

632

SEVERITY
INDEX
2.75
2.90b

16.1

3057

91

liD

1816

2.79

794

39

45

517

3.02b

Guardrail-Related
Single.Vehlcle
Accidents
Percent -of Total

26.0

42.9

40.9

28.5

aonly fatalities and injuries directly related to the guardrail collision were counted.

bsevedty index of total guardrail collisions.

Figure I.

W-beam Guardrail.
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TABLE 2.

VEHICLE REACTION AFTER
IMPACTING GUARDRAIL
(INTERSTATE AND PARKWAY DATA)
NUMBER OF

VEHICLE REACTION
Rebounded off guardrail

Not onto road
Partially onto road
Onto mad
Across road
Across median
Slide to stop along guardrail
Came to rest against guardrail

Went over guardrail
Went through guardrail
Rolled over
Straddled guardrail
Rotated along guardrail (does not
rebound into traffic)
Hit guardrail and went around end
Hit back of guardrail
!-!it end of guanlrail
Rebounded off guardrail

OCCURRENCES
345
55
35

2.38
!.52
2.13

101

2.41

131
23
91
129
109
20
29
87

2.72
2.76
!.99

2.03
4.94
4.98

4.93
!.77

4

1.99
2.24
3.67
3.94
3.21
4.76
:!.26
6.93
4.43
5.88

5I

3.64

44

25
18
183
26

Rolled over as result of guardrail
Straddled guardrail

40
33

Guardrail end punctured vehicle
Stopped at blunt end
Went through barrier
Went over or hit end and then went
behind guardrail

14
IS

Figure 2.

SEVERITY
INDEX

Guardrail with Blunt End.

4

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Guardrail with Buried End Treatment.

Breakaway Cable Terminal {BCT).
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TABLE 3.

VE!llCLE REACTION IN END-OF-GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS BY TYPE OF END TREATMENT
(INTERSTATE AND PARKWAY DATA)

TYPE OF END TREATMENT
VEHICLE REACTION

BLUNT
NUMBER

Rebounded off barrier end
Rolled over as result of barrier end

Straddled rail
Guardrail end pierced vehicle

Stopped at blunt end
Went through barrier end

BURIED

PERCENT OF
TOTAL

NUMBER

PERCENT OF
TOTAL

13
10
2
14
15
4

17.3
13.3
2.7
18.7
20.0
5.3

13
30
31
0
0
0

12.0
27.8
28.7
0
0
0

17

22.7

34

31.5

34

45.3

66

61.1

Went over or hit end and then

behind guardrail
Successful guardrail-end collision 3

3
A successful guardrail-end collision means the guardrail terminal did not pierce the vehicle, the
vehicle did not roll over, and there were no serious injuries (fatalities or A-type injuries).

TABLE 4.

SEVERITY OF END-OF-GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS BY TYPE OF
END TREATMENT (INTERSTATE AND PARKWAY DATA)

TYPE OF END TREATMENT
BLUNT

Number of Collisions
Number of Fatal Accidents
Percentage A-type Injury and
Fatal Collisions
Severity Index

75
8
38.7
5.09

BURIED

108
6
17.6
3.14

TOTAL

183
14
26.2
3.94
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Using these criteria, 45 percent of the collisions
with blunt ends and 61 percent with buried ends were
favorable The severity index associated with collisions

with the blunt-type ends was very high {5.09);
penetration of the guardrail beam into the vehicle and
other less specific reactions led to an extremely high
percentage of fatal and A-type injury collisions {39
percent). The major cause of unfavorable encounters
with the buried or ramped end was the vehicle rolling
over. There were several injury-type collisions {18
percent) which resulted in a relatively high severity
index (3.14); some of these resulted when the vehicle
proceeded over and behind the guardraiL
Number of Lanes Crossed before Collision
To determine the effect of angle of collision on

the accident report was not always definitive. The

severity of heavy truck collisions was higher than other
vehicle collisions.
Accidents Involving Concrete Median Barriers
An accident analysis was made for one concrete,
median barrier installation on a section of interstate

highway {Figure 5). The barrier was installed as part
of a safety improvement project and a !-year before
and after accident analysis was performed (7). Accident
records for the !-year after period {May I, 1971, to
May I, 1972), which involved all accidents on the
improvement section, were searched and accidents

involving the median barrier were identified. Both state
and local police reports were searched. State police files
for the remaining months in 1972 and all of 1973 were
by
grouped
were
also searched. During the !-year-after period, there were
data
the
vehicle reaction and severity,
5
(Tables
impact
42 accidents (9 percent of the total accidents) involving
before
crossed
the number of lanes
would
impacts
median barrier. Additional reports in 1972 and 1973
the
high-angle
that
assumed
and 6). It was
be associated with excursions originating in the more
remote lanes. It was easier to obtain the number of lanes
crossed from the accident report than to attempt to

raised the number of accidents involving the median

{Table 6).
Type of Vehicle

accidents, the vehicle was involved in a collision with

barrier to 60 {62 collisions). There were no fatal
accidents. The severity index was 2.38. This was
estimate the angle of each impact. A study of the considerably lower than for accidents involving the
accident reports indicated that the assumption was W-beam guardrail {2.90). The lower severity resulted
correct. The categories used for number of lanes crossed from elimination of accidents involving vehicles going
and corresponding angle of impact were none (low over or through the barrier {high severity accidents). The
angle), one (medium angle) and two or more (high only severe type accident occurred when a vehicle rolled
over {Table 8). Four accidents were of this type (severity
angle).
The angle of collision did not significantly affect index of 5.88). In a majority of the accidents, the
the percentage of favorable guardrail collisions (Table vehicle came to a stop at the median barrier. Most of
5). However, there was a difference in the type of these accidents were reported by local police, and several
trajectory. The percentage of vehicles that jumped or of the reports did not provide detailed information or
went through the guardrail was much higher for the diagrams. Therefore, it was not possible to be certain
high-angle collisions, and the percentage of vehicles of vehicle reaction in all cases. If the report did not
rebounding across the road or median was higher for indicate that the vehicle rebounded into traffic, it was
the low~angle collisions. The severity increased as the assumed the vehicle stopped alongside the median
angle of impact increased. This is reflected in the barrier. The report indicated the vehicle rebounded back
severity index and percentage of severe injury collisions into the road in 18 cases. In three {17 percent) of these

A comparison was made of heavy truck collisions

another vehicle when it rebounded into traffic. None
of the accidents involved the end section of the median

and other vehicle collisions {Table 7). Vehicles were barrier.
Using the criteria for favorable and unfavorable
classified as either a heavy truck {almost exclusively
after collision, it was found that 38 (61
reactions
tractor-trailers) or a passenger car and light truck. There
the collisions were favorable. To check the
of
percent)
was a substantial difference in vehicle reactions.
this percentage, the number of favorable
of
accuracy
Surprisingly, heavy trucks had a slightly higher
percentage of favorable reactions. This appeared to be
due to the high percentage of collisions in which the
truck straddled the guardrail, which was classified as a
favorable reaction if no severe injuries resulted. Also,
heavy trucks tended not to rebound into the road.
Vehicle penetration through the guardrail was limited
almost exclusively to heavy trucks. Some heavy truck

collisions classified as having jumped the guardrail might
have actually involved penetration through the guardrail;
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TABLE 5.

VEffiCLE REACTIONa AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF LANES CROSSED
(INTERSTATE AND PARKWAY DATA)
VEHICLE REACTION IN PERCENT

NUMBER OF LANES
CROSSED BEFORE
COLLISION

NUMBER
OF COLLISIONS

FAVORABLE
OUTCOMEb

Two or More
Total (All Hits)

JUMPED

THROUGH

GUARDRAIL

GUARDRAIL

9.9

19.3
17.0
11.9
17.2

47.6
47.1
44.9
46.9

445
276
176
897

None

0"'

REBOUNDED
ACROSS ROAD
OR MEDIAN

11.9
18.2
12.2

1.8
2.2
3.4
2.2

aDocs not include collisions with guardrail end.
bA favorable outcome of a collision is one in which the vehicle did not rebound entirely into the traffic
stream, there were no serious injuries (fatalities or A-type injuries), and the vehicle did not go over
or through the guardrail.

.·

TABLE 6.

SEVERITY OF GUARDRAIL COLLISION8 AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER
OF LANES CROSSED (INTERSTATE AND PARKWAY DATA)

NUMBER OF LANES
CROSSED BEFORE
COLLISIONS

NUMBER OF
COLLISIONS

None
One
Two or More
Total (All Hits)

445
276
176
897

NUMBER OF
FATAL
COLLISIONS
15

6
7
28

PERCENTAGE AINJURY AND FATAL
COLLISIONS
8.8
9.4
22.2
11.6

SEVERITY
INDEX

2.45
2.55
3.54
2.68

aDoes not include collisions with guardrail end.
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TABLE 7.

COMPARISON OF HEAVY TRUCK GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS WITH OTHER
VEHICLE COLLISIONS (INTERSTATE AND PARKWAY DATA)

VEHICLE REACTION IN PERCENT
NUMBER OF

THROUGH

COLLISIONSa

Heavy Truckc

Passenger Car
and Light Truck

VEHICLE
TYPE

STRADDLED
GUARDRAIL

REBOUNDED

FAVORABLE

SEVERITY

GUARDRAIL

JUMPED
GUARDRAIL

OFF GUARDRAIL

OUTCOMEb

INDEX

122

14.8

10.7

21.3

18.0

51.7

2.95

775

0,3

12.4

7.9

41.7

46.2

2.64

8Does not include colHsions with guardrail end.
bA favorable outcome of a collision is one in which the vehicle did not rebound entirely into the traffic
stream, there were no serious injuries (fatalities or A-type injuries), and the vehicle did not go over
or through the guardrail.

cThe great- majority of these were tractor-trailer, but a few were single-unit heavy trucks.
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1962

1975

Figure 5.

Concrete, Median Barrier.
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TABLE 8.

VEHICLE REACTI ON AFTER IMP'
BARRIE R WALL (I 75 IN NORTH ERN KENTUCKY)

VEHICLE REACTION
Rebound ed off Median Barrier Wall
Not into road
Partially onto road
Onto road

Across road
Slide to stop or came to
rest along median barrier
Rolled over

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

4

1.00
1.00
2,55
1.62

38

2.22

4

5.88

3
11

Rotated along median wall
(did not rebound into traffic)

outcome s was determin ed from detailed informa tion
given in reports by state police; thirteen of the 23
collisions (57 percent) reported by state police were
classified as favorable. The approxim ately 60 percent
favorable responses after collision with the median
barrier correspo nds to 47 percent with the W-beam
guardrail .
PRIMARY AND SECOND ARY HIGHWAYS
Number of Acciden ts
A summary of guardrail· and guardpo st·related
accident s is presente d in Table 9. Two percent of all
accidents and 6 percent of single-vehicle accident s
involved guardrail and guardpos ts (primari ly guardrail).
These percentages are far below those for interstat e and
parkways. Low-severity impacts may not have been
reported . There was a slightly lower involvement of
guardrail in severe accident s than in all accident s
although the severity index of guardrail-related accident s
was above that for other accidents.
Of the 240 guardrail and guardpo st accident s, 180
(75 percent) involved guardrail. The accident reports
listed damage to the guardrail in 68 percent of the
guardrail-related accident s. Damage to the guardpo sts
was listed in 94 percent of the guardpo st·related
accident s.

SEVERI TY
INDEX

i.oo

Vehicle Reaction
Vehicle reactions after impactin g the guardrail or
guardpos ts and the corresponding severity index are
given in Table 10. Collisions were classified according
to type of barrier involved. Primarily, the collisions were
with standard W-bearn guardrai l, but there were several
with guardpos ts (Figure 6) and a few with guardpo sts
connecte d with cable (Figure 7). Vehicle reaction varied
with the type of barrier.
With one exceptio n, all collisions with the end of
the guardrail involved guardrail with a blunt end. The
severity of these accident s was high (SI = 5.28). Four
fatal accident s occurred when the guardrail end
puncture d the vehicle. Other severe accident s resulted
when the vehicle proceede d through and past the blunt
end. In one instance , a buried end in the median strip
in advance of a bridge pier was encount ered in a way
that the vehicle rolled over and resulted in a fatality.
Even though the total severity was high, approxim ately
40 percent of the responses were classified as favorable.
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TABLE 9.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS

42 COUNTIES -- 1972

ALL COUNTIES ·· 1972 AND 1973

NUMBER
ACCIDENTS
Total Accidents
Guardrail and Guardpost
Accidentsb

Percent of Total
Total . Single-Vehicle
Accidents

NUMBER

INJURIES 8

6392

10003

240
2.4

115
1.8

3537

2346

SEVERITY

INDEX

FATAL ACCIDENTS

FAT ALITIES 8

1720

2.86
3.44c

39
2.3
763

3.40

1967
40
2.0
840

Guardrail- and Guardpost-

Related Single-Vehicle
Accidentsb
Percent of Total

8 Qnly

194
5.5

101
4.3

3.72c

36
4.7

37
4.4

fatalities and injuires which were directly related to the guardrail collision were counted.

blncludes accidents involving guardposts and posts and cabie as well as the standard W-beam design.

cseverlty index of total guardrail collisions.

TABLE 10.

VEHICLE REACTION AFTER IMPACTING GUARDRAIL OR GUARDPOSTS
(PRIMARY AND SECONDARY HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS)

W-BEAM DESIGN
VEHICLE REACTION

Rebounded off barrier
Not onto road
Partially onto road
Onto road
Across road
Slide to stop along barrier
Came to rest against barrier
Went over barrier
Went through barrier
Rolled over outside of barrier
Straddled barrier
Rotated along barrier (does
not rebound into traffic)
Hit barrier and went around

'"'

Hit end of barrier
Rebounded off barrier
Slide to stop along
barrier
Rolled over as result of
barrier
Straddled barrier
Guardrail end punctured
vehicle
Stopped at blunt end
Went through barrier
Went over or hit end and
then behind guardrail
Total

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

5I
8

SEVERITY
INDEX

6
9

2.75
1.00
2.56
3.59
3.00
1.00
1.19
5.45
8.00
6.08
1.00

2

2.25

II
41

1.77
5.28
9.50

17
17
9

27.
34
4

GUARDPOSTS
NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

I
2

2

GUARDPOSTS WITH CABLE

SEVERITY
INDEX

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

SEVERITY
INDEX

LSD

1.00

1.00
2.25
1.00

1.00

3
12

J.OO

34

4.09

1.21

1.00
9.50
5.50
1.00

1.00

4

4.67
5.88

6
9
4

7.08
3.72
7.38

13

4.85

194

3.55

54

3.04

3.75

12

Figure 6.

Guardposts.

Figure 7.

Guardposts Connected with Cable.
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Of II accidents involving guardrail used as bridge
railing (Figure 8), six resulted in fatalities. The severity
index, therefore, was very high (6.64). Two major
problems were noted; one mvolved velucles JUmpmg the
guardrail, and the other involved vehicles hitting the
guardrail end, knocking the section of guardrail from
the bridge, and plunging off the bridge.
A summary of the heavy truck (tractor-trailer)
accidents is given in Table II. There were only ten
accidents, but they demonstrated the major problem in
providing adequate protection. The one accident
involving guardposts resulted in a fatality when the truck
went through the guardposts. In two of the nine
guardrail accidents, the truck went through the
guardrail. Both of these accidents resulted in fatalities.
Type of Barrier
A comparison of guardrail and guardpost
performance is shown in Table 12. Approximately 41
percent of the outcomes of collisions involving guardrail
(excluding guardrail-end collisions) were termed as
favorable. For interstate and parkway collisions, the
percentage was 47. In three accidents, the vehicle
rebounded off a guardrail and either hit another vehicle
or caused another accident. This represents nine percent

Figure 8.

of all the collisions in which the vehicle rebounded off
the guardrail onto or across the road. The percentage
of collisions in which the vehicle went over or through
the guardrail on primary and secondary highways {25
percent) was higher than on interstates and parkways
{14 percent). Also, severity of guardrail-related collisions
on primary and secondary highways was higher.
Guardpost collisions had a favorable outcome rate
of only 30 percent due to the vehicle going through
or over the guardposts in 63 percent of the collisions.
The severity index was lower than for guardrail
collisions, but there were eight fatal accidents {15
percent of the total).
There were only eight collisions involving
guardposts connected with cable. Of these, three {38
percent) were termed favorable. Again, errant vehicles
went over or through the barrier {50 percent).
Number of Lanes Crossed before Collision
High-angle collisions (crossed one or more lanes)
resulted in a lower percentage of favorable outcomes
than the low-angle collisions. A higher percentage of
vehicles involved in high-angle collisions passed over or
through the barrier. High-angle collisions were more
severe than low-angle collisions {Table 13).

W-beam Guardrail Used as Bridge Railing.
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TABLE ll.

SUMMARY OF HEAVY TRUCK8 GUARDRAIL ACCIDENTS
(PRIMARY AND SECONDARY HIGHWAYS)

GUARDRAIL

Total Accidents
Number Through Guardrail
Number Fatal Accidents
Severity Index

GUARDPOST

9
2
2
3.83

"Tractor-trailers
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TABLE 12.

COMPARISON OF GUARDRAIL AND GUARDPOST PERFORMANCE8
(PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ffiGHWAY ACCIDENTS)
PERCENTAGE OF COLLISIONS
FATAL OR

THROUGH

VEHICLE
REBOUNDED
ACROSS

INJURY

ROAD

FATAL

BARRIER

COLLISION

COLLISIONS

41.2
29.6

24.8
63.0

11.1
3.7

19.6
18.5

19

8

3.SS
3.04

37.5

50.0

0

25.0

0

3.75

VEHICLE WENT
OVER OR

TYPE OF
BARRIER

NUMBER OF
COLUSIONS

FAVORABLE

OUTCOMEb

Guardrail
Guardpost
Guardpost
with Cable

!53
54

A-TYPE

NUMBER OF

SEVERITY
INDEX

3Does not include collisions with guardrail end.
bA favorable outcome of a collision ls one in which the vehicle did not rebound entirely into the traffic
stream, there were no serious injuries (fatalities or A-type injuries), and the vehicle did not go over
or through the guardrail.

TABLE 13. GUARDRAIL PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF LANES CROSSED
(PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ffiGHWAY DATA)

PERCENTAGE OF COLUSIONS

VEHICLE WENT
~BER

OF LANES

CROSSED BEFORE
COLLISION

NUMBER OF
COLLISIONS 3

FATAL OR

OVER OR

A-TYPE

FAVORABLE
OUTCOMEb

THROUGH
BARRIER

INJURY
ACCIDENTS

NUMBER OF
FATAL
ACCIDENTS

SEVERITY
INDEX

None

114

43.0

33.3

18.4

15

2.96

One or More

101

33.7

37.6

20.8

12

3.19

3 Does
not include collisions with guardrail end.
bA favorable outcome of a collision is one in which the vehicle did not rebound entirely into the traffic
stream, there were no serious injuries (fatalities or A·type injuries), and the vehicle did not go over
or through the guardrail.
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another vehicle occurred in about 17 percent of the

SUMMARY

accidents in which the vehicle•rebounded onto or across

Guardrail-related accidents comprised a significant
petcentagc

of

httetstate

and

parkway

the road.

accidents,

'fhe only end treatments m use dunng the study

particularly those resulting in fatalities. Guardrail
involvement in accidents was much less on primary and
secondary highways than on interstates and parkways.
The severity of guardrail-related accidents was
higher than the severity of all accidents. The high
severity of guardrail-related accidents supports the
hypothesis that designs which eliminate the hazard are
superior to designs which use guardrail to protect against
hazards.
Severity of guardrail-related accidents was higher

period were the blunt and buried treatments. The buried

on the primary and secondary system than on the

interstate and parkway system. This appears to be
primarily due to roadway geometries and the higher
percentage of vehicles jumping the guardrail on primary
and secondary highways (because of lower mounting
heights or subsidence of guardrails, rotting timber posts,
etc.) (Figures 8 and 9). Guardposts which remain on
some primary and secondary highways have proven to

be ineffective due to a high percentage of collisions in
which the vehicle went through or over the guardposts.
For the same reason, guardposts connected with cable

were not effective.
The response mode which resulted in the highest
number of severe injuries involved vehicles vaulting the

guardraiL The data indicated that the mounting height
should be raised above present specifications. Although
there were no accidents in which a vehicle wedged under
the guardrail, a problem could be created if the bottom
of the rail was raised too high. One possible solution
may be the newly developed Thrie beam guardrail
(Figure 10) (8). Also, accident data showed that the
concrete barrier in the median eliminated this type of
problem there.
Guardrails have not been very

successful

in

redirecting a vehicle parallel to traffic. Over 17 percent
of the guardrail collisions on interstates and parkways
(excluding collisions with guardrail ends) resulted in the
vehicle rebounding across the road or the median. This

type of accident usually did not result in a severe injury
unless the vehicle rebounded into the path of another
vehicle or jumped a guardrail on the opposite side of

end has provided a significant improvement over the

blunt guardrail end. Accident severity was greatly
reduced by eliminating piercing of the vehicle by the
guardrail, but the problem of the vehicle rolling over
after hitting the buried end was created. Collisions with
the guardrail end had a much higher severity than
collisions downstream from the leading end. The
recently adopted Breakaway Cable Terminal (BCT) may
provide an improved guardrail end treatment (9). No
accident d3:ta were available to evaluate its effectiveness.
The concrete median barrier eliminated vaulting or

breaking through a barrier. Severity of collisions
involving the median barrier was considerably less than

for collisions involving the W·beam guardrail. The only
severe type accident occurred when a vehicle rolled over.

The percentage of collisions classified as favorable was
higher for the median barrier wall than for the W-beam
guardrail.
As the angle of impact increased, the severity of
the collision also increased. This resulted from an
increased percentage of vehicles vaulting over the

guardrail.
Vehicle penetration through the guardrail was
limited mostly to heavy. trucks (almost exclusively
tractor·trailers). Heavy trucks had a slightly higher
percentage of favorable outcomes than cars and light

trucks because of the high percentage of collisions in
which heavy trucks straddled the rail and their tendency
not to rebound onto the road.

Shielding the gap between parallel bridges with
guardrail has been a problem area. A past study showed
that the W-beam guardrail was only partially effective
( 10 ). Several fatal accidents resulted /when a vehicle
jumped the guardrail and proceected between the
bridges.
On primary and secondary highways, a hazard has
resulted from the use of W·beam guardrail as bridge
railing on short bridges. Vehicles have tended to vault
the guardrail (very low mounting heights were found
at some locations).

the road. On interstates and parkways, collisions with
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Figure 9.

Guardrail with Low Mounting Height (Primary and Secondary Highway
System).
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